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Abstract: This paper presents a mapping system that is suitable for small mobile robots. An
ad hoc algorithm for mapping based on the Occupancy Grid method has been developed.
The algorithm includes some simplifications in order to be used with low-cost hardware
resources. The proposed mapping system has been built in order to be completely
autonomous and unassisted. The proposal has been tested with a mobile robot that uses
infrared sensors to measure distances to obstacles and uses an ultrasonic beacon system for
localization, besides wheel encoders. Finally, experimental results are presented.
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1. Introduction
Map building is the generation of an abstract representation of a real environment. This abstract
representation is simpler than reality, so navigation, path planning and obstacle avoidance will benefit
from this simplicity. Hence, maps are useful, not only for humans, but also for mobile robots or any
mobile device.
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Robots can perform many actions not possible for humans, e.g., robots can access different places
inaccessible to humans due to space constraints or security reasons. In some situations, robots must also
depend on themselves for completing tasks. The ability of performing stand-alone mapping, is one of
the requirements to achieve the development of autonomous mobile robots [1].
This work focuses on the automatic creation of indoor maps. Although the automatic creation of
indoor maps is not a new area of research, the solution proposed here solves the restrictions related to
the use of a low-cost autonomous robot. The autonomous restriction implies that all information storage
and calculus must be done within the robot. Communication with a central node, such as a computer, or
a supervisor will not be possible. The low-cost restriction implies that the aforementioned information
storage (i.e., data and code in the memory) and the computing power are limited. Hence, high
optimization is required in different elements of the mapping approach. The Backtracking Occupancy
Grid-based Mapping (BOBMapping) approach, as shown in this paper, includes optimizations to the
environment exploration approach, the sensing approach and the map representation, both during the
mapping process and in the final storage approach.
The BOBMapping approach has been successfully implemented in an FPGA-based (field
programmable gate array) robot. This robot has been used in different experiments, mapping various
real environments. The robot was able to autonomously map all of the proposed environments.
The rest of the document is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the main topics related to
mapping. This section reports on the state-of-the-art of them. Section 3 shows the proposed mapping
approach. Section 4 describes the conducted experiments using a robot. Section 5 compares the new
proposal with the existing mapping solutions. Finally, Section 6 summarizes this proposal, analyzing its
advantages and drawbacks.
2. Previous Works in Mapping
Mapping is a complex process. Any mapping approach must address the following topics: (i) space
covering; (ii) sensing method; (iii) localization; and (iv) mapping algorithms and data representation.
Robots obtain an internal representation of their environment by means of different kinds of sensors.
Depending on the technology of each sensor, the paradigm of representation and data processing
changes. Therefore, the approach to cover the space to be mapped also changes. Previous works dealing
with indoor mapping have proposed solutions for each of these four topics.
2.1. Exploration Algorithm
Having a reliable map requires that all the area has been sensed, or, at least, the space in which the
robot is able to move. Consequently, it is very important to define the movement planning, also for
reducing mapping time and minimizing unnecessary revisions of already sensed locations. This task is
included in all mapping algorithms. Generally, there are three main possibilities: (i) random approaches;
(ii) guided approaches; and (iii) information-based approaches. Most of them have been studied within
maze resolution algorithms. However, the application of these algorithms to mapping implies some
differences. Mapping-oriented space covering has to explore all the space and not just find the maze exit.
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In this proposal, an information-based algorithm [2,3] is used. It chooses the next movement using
information about the environment that the robot has already obtained.
2.2. Sensing Method
To make the robot aware of its environment requires sensing devices. There are distance sensors
that only detect if an obstacle is closer than a threshold. Besides, there are sensors whose output is
the distance to an obstacle, which is highly useful for mapping systems. The most commonly used
sensors for mapping are those for range measurement that give the distances to objects. Among range
finder sensors, the ultrasonic [4–7] and infrared ones [5,8,9] are widely used, because of their reduced
cost, small size and low power consumption, besides good accuracy. The ultrasonic sensors measure
the time of flight of the echo of a pulse train of sound pressure waves bounced against an object;
while the infrared sensors measure the angle of incidence of the reflected infrared beam. Other range
finder sensors that provide better accuracy are lasers, as seen in [10–12], being able to measure over a
180 degree area up to 80 meters away instead of the narrow angle and short-range of the previous ones,
but on the other hand, they are more expensive, bigger and complex. Finally, there are image sensors
(cameras) [13,14] based on image acquisition. These cameras supply a huge amount of information, but
they require much more computation, higher power consumption and are more expensive.
In our case, infrared sensors have been chosen for obstacles detection. Ultrasonic devices were not
chosen, because they are already used for other task, which is the localization system (see Section 2.3).
In every moment, one of the localization beacons is emitting an ultrasound signal. If the obstacle
detection systems used ultrasounds, it would require using a different frequency range, increasing the
cost of the sensors. Therefore, using infrared sensors for detecting obstacles avoids any interference
between the two systems.
2.3. Localization
Knowing the position of the robot is essential to correctly record the features of the space that
will form the final map. Many previous works study both mapping and localization issues. Most
of them show solutions for each one separately, i.e., one task is assumed or solved previously and
the other one is tackled afterwards. Other proposals try to solve both problems at the same time,
which is known as the SLAM problem (simultaneous localization and mapping) [10]. SLAM can
be solved by means of approaches based on a Kalman filter, where the generated map shows the
later probability of localizing specific features or beacons in the environment. Other algorithms use
expectation-maximization techniques to solve SLAM. However, both solutions have their drawbacks,
especially the fact that they use relative positioning.
Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS), such as the well-known GPS or GLONASS, are the most
common ways of localization. However, the goal of this project is mapping indoor environments. Hence,
the use of these methods is discarded, due to their resolution of meters; besides problems regarding signal
reception inside buildings. Thus, in indoor mapping systems, other techniques, such as odometry (motor
encoders) or beacon systems, are needed [15].
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In this proposal, given the importance of localization for mapping, localization is addressed using
both odometry and a beacon system based on ultrasound [16,17]. The encoders enable the continuous
localization of the robot while it moves, but its error, although small, is cumulative. To obtain an accurate
location with no cumulative error, a beacon ultrasound-based system is also used. Its error is below
five centimeters, and it does not depend on previous position estimations, like the odometry technique.
However, it is not fast enough to be used while moving. Therefore, both methods are complementary.
2.4. Mapping Algorithms and Data Representation
The goal of mapping is the generation of an abstract representation of the space. This representation
must be described as regions where the mobile robot finds barriers or where there is free space for
navigation. Map learning is the concept that defines both the rules to move around the area, as well as
the logical internal representation of the environment. During the last two decades, different algorithms
for mapping have been developed.
The two main approaches used for map learning are known as the geometrical paradigm and the
topological paradigm [5]. The geometrical algorithms model the environment by means of absolute
geometric relationships between the obstacles found, while the topological maps define the map as a
graph of nodes that represent key locations of the space that are spatially related by means of arcs. The
most common and popular geometrical method is Occupancy Grid Maps [18,19]. This method defines
a 2D matrix of cells, each one representing a certain square area of the environment, which stores the
probability of being occupied, i.e., the probability that an obstacle occupies that cell. On the one hand,
the strong point of this representation is the ease of creating and updating the map. On the other hand,
the representation takes up a lot of memory space, and it takes more time to finish, so it is not very useful
for outdoor mapping or big spaces.
It is also possible to combine both topological and geometrical methods to compensate for their
drawbacks. These are called Hybrids Maps [5]. The drawback for these approaches is that they
require more computation and maintenance, besides the fact that the relationship between both schemes
is not easy, and transforming one representation into the other needs a more powerful hardware
system. Popular algorithms generate Feature-based Maps [8,10,11], halfway between geometrical and
topological maps. These algorithms represent the environment by parametric features of the objects,
defined as lines, points, arcs, etc. They provide more metrical information, while saving memory space.
However, they are more complex, due to the difficulty of predefining barriers, hard updating and the need
for structured environments. Finally, there are some other algorithms, such as Space-Trails for robot
teams [4], Fuzzy Occupancy Grids and General Perception Vector (both seen in [6]) or Configuration
Space [9].
Furthermore, the increase in the use of wireless communications opens perspectives toward
collaborative robots that are able to speed up the mapping process by dividing the full task between a
group of synchronized robots. Robots share with each other information about their position, the already
mapped area or other recognized features [4,8]. Once the mapping task is finished, post processing must
be accomplished in order to merge every map representation of each mobile robot to obtain the final
map [8]. This task usually needs a more powerful central node [18].
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This paper uses an optimized version of the Occupancy Grid Mapping approach for solving the map
learning approach.
3. Mapping Approach
This paper proposes a method for mapping any structured or unstructured indoor environment. The
algorithm is based on a simplification of the Occupancy Grid technique. Hence, the goal is to obtain a
2D map of the environment, which can be handled by a machine.
In this approach, following Occupancy Grid’s principles, the space is conceptually divided in square
cells that correspond to a geometrical square area in the real world. The original Occupancy Grid
approach assigns to each cell its probability of being occupied by an obstacle. The result of the approach
is a memory matrix that stores these probabilities.
However, in this proposal, given a cell (i, j), there are just two possible states: (a) full belief of being
an empty free space; and (b) conviction of being partially or totally occupied. The main reason for
this is to facilitate ulterior navigation, so a low-cost robot can easily navigate without external guidance
and using low processing resources [20]. Furthermore, the size of the cell is set to fulfill the following
conditions: the robot fits in the cell positioning itself in the center of the cell, and a holonomic robot
can rotate within one cell. Hence, it is necessary to make sure that the cell is completely empty, so that
the previous conditions are verified. Conceptually, the robot may be positioned or navigate through any
(a) cell without risk of collision. Therefore, no matter how small a detected obstacle could be, the cell
will be defined as occupied (see Figure 1). After the mapping process, the grid contains free, occupied
and unreachable cells.
The simplified Occupancy Grid approach [3,21] only defines two possible discrete and exclusive
states, contrary to the original Occupancy Grid method, which allows any probability for each cell. As
there are just two values, each cell only requires a bit for representing its state: [1|0], occupied or empty.
Consequently, the amount of memory required for storing the map is reduced.
This new approach has a drawback compared to the former Occupancy Grid approaches: it requires
higher reliability in both the localization and the sensing systems than the existing ones. Creating this
categorical map generation approach demands high precision when obtaining the robot’s position and
measuring the distance to the obstacles. The error measures of both systems are described in Sections 3.3
and 4.
The mapping method includes a specific movement planning algorithm, as well as some
considerations about environment structure (Section 3.1). To fulfill the exploration of the environment,
the sensor devices have been placed in specific positions of the robot. The sensor positions and their
exploration range (Section 3.2) are related to the mapping approach. Furthermore, considerations about
the robot’s localization (Section 3.3) are relevant during the mapping process. Finally, the BOBMapping
Algorithm is presented in Section 3.4 and is related to the previous considerations.
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Figure 1. Occupancy Grid definition. (a) Unstructured environment to be mapped; (b) result
of the algorithm.
(a) (b)
3.1. Exploring the Environment
To ensure a correct mapping process, the exploration approach must ensure that every accessible cell
is either visited or sensed. Existing algorithms move the robot to a location at which it can gather new
information [2,3]. Selecting this location requires complex processing in a computer. To simplify the
mapping process, the robot implements an optimized version of Tre´maux’s Algorithm [22] in which the
robot may only navigate to a neighbor cell. The neighbor cells are defined as the orthogonal ones in the
matrix representation, i.e., the neighbors to the cell (i, j) are (i, j − 1), (i, j + 1), (i − 1, j), (i + 1, j).
These cells will be the only ones that are considered in the next iteration when the robot moves. Hence,
the robot’s movements are just 90-degree angle turns and linear movements equal to the length of a cell.
The choice of the neighbor for the next iteration displacement is made using a clockwise priority. In our
case, the first cell to visit will be the north one (i.e., (i, j − 1)) (see Figure 2a). The robot will visit this
cell if it has uncharted neighbors and it is unoccupied; otherwise, the robot will choose, clockwise, the
next neighbor of the current cell. In Figure 2a, neighbors 1 and 2 are discarded, because they do not
have uncharted neighbors, so cell 3 is chosen. For the same reason, in Figure 2b, neighbor 2 is chosen.
Finally, if the robot has no available neighbor to visit (Figure 2c), it will backtrack to a previous cell
that meets the uncharted neighbor condition. This algorithm ensures that every cell of the map is either
visited or sensed.
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Figure 2. Next cell election. (a) Cell 3 is the first neighbor with uncharted adjacent cells.
(b) Cell 2 is the first neighbor with uncharted adjacent cells. (c) Cell 4 is the only neighbor
with uncharted and accessible adjacent cells.
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One important decision for implementing an Occupancy Grid Map is defining the cell’s size. Ideally,
the smaller the size is, the more accurate the map will be. However, it will require more memory space
and sensor accuracy. In our case, the objective is enabling the navigation of robots through the mapped
zone. If the cells are smaller than the robot size, navigation planning will be more complex. In this
proposal, a trade-off solution has been reached: the cell has been dimensioned as the minimum space
where the robot fits and is able to turn around without crashing. Furthermore, it must be noted that a
narrow cell-side width corridor may not be accessed. It depends on the alignment between the grid and
this corridor. To ensure the mapping of a narrow corridor, it must be, at least, 2
√
2 the size of the cell.
3.2. Sensors Structure
As introduced in Section 2, range finder sensors are suitable for our approach. To avoid interference
with the localization system (see the next section), infrared sensors have been chosen to measure
distances to obstacles. Infrared sensors measure distances by emitting infrared beams, which are
reflected by the objects. The infrared beam is very narrow and directional, so defining the position
of the detected obstacle is a simple task. The reflected beam is received by a position-sensitive
photoelectric detector. This sensor uses a triangulation method considering the angle of deviation of
the reflected infrared beam to measure the distance to the obstacle. As the infrared sensors measure the
deviation angle of an object’s reflection, temperature and variation in the reflectivity of the object do not
influence this measure. The output is an analog signal between 3.1 V and 0.3 V. The voltage output is
digitized by an external ADC (analog-to-digital converter) before being driven to the FPGA board. The
IRvoltage output can be modeled by an arctangent in order to obtain the distance. However, to avoid
using the arctangent function, which takes more processing resources, and without losing accuracy, an
experimentally obtained look-up-table has been used.
The linearity of the IR beams requires moving the sensor to scan an area. This movement may be done
either by rotating the sensor or by displacing it. The IR sensors are fixed in the robot’s structure, so the
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sensing will be performed while the robot is moving. In this way, no additional motors are necessary for
moving the sensors. The sensors have been positioned in the robot allowing, after the robot has moved
from cell (i) to the next one (i+ 1), all the neighbors of cell (i+ 1) to be sensed.
The disposition of the IR sensors is presented in Figure 3. This figure shows that after the transition
from C1 to C2, cells B2, C3 and D2 have been sensed. Sensors i and j are placed at the sides of the
robot and oriented orthogonally to the robot’s movement direction. When the robot moves from C1 to
C2, these sensors cover cells B2 and D2 like a scanner. The cell at the front is more difficult to be
completely sensed. When the robot moves from C1 to C2, sensors k and m scan the green area of C3
and the vertically marked area of C4 (see Figure 3b). The horizontally marked area of C3 is equivalent
to that of C4 and was previously sensed in the transition from C0 to C1. However, a small triangle of
C3 was not sensed by beams k and m. Figure 3c shows that this small triangle is scanned by beam l.
These three beams, k, l and m, work like a snowplow truck. The angles of beams k and m are defined
so each beam points to the opposite vertexes of the second cell to the front.
Figure 3. Cell sensing process. (a) Initial position at C1; (b) sensors i, k, m and j;
(c) sensor l.
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The disposition of the sensors and the robot motion ensure that all the cell’s surface is checked within
the high accuracy range of the sensors. Considering the narrowness of the beams, the probability of not
detecting an obstacle within sensor range is very low. An undetected obstacle would lead to the worst
possible error in this scenario, defining an occupied cell as free. On the other hand, a wrong measurement
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of the sensor would define a free cell as occupied. The proposed solution promotes that any possible error
falls into the second error category, which is not as hazardous as the first one for the robot.
3.3. Localization
The position of the robot is obtained using a system based on ultrasonic beacons, particularly, the
method proposed in [16,17]. It measures the distances to three anchor points (ultrasound emitters) using
the time of flight of the ultrasonic waves. The synchronization is based on radio frequency (RF) signals,
required to know when the ultrasonic signals have been emitted. These ultrasound emitters are located
on the ceiling of the room to be mapped. Trilateration using these three distances provides two possible
solutions, but one of them is over the ceiling, so it can be discarded. The system obtains a mean error
below 3.5 cm. However, this accuracy is only obtained if the robot is still.
The previous section presented that the beams detect obstacles while the robot is moving. Hence, it
is important to know the robot’s exact position while moving to correctly place any detected object. The
localization while moving is calculated using motor encoders, one per motor. These encoders provide
pulses, corresponding to an angular distance. Therefore, knowing the radius of the robot’s wheel, it is
possible to calculate the linear displacement. Finally, the robot calculates its current position by adding
its previous ultrasound-obtained position and the distance obtained from the encoder information.
The main drawback of the encoder-based localization is its cumulative error, which obviously affects
the mapping accuracy. For that reason, the robot needs to get its position using the ultrasonic-based
localization system to avoid this cumulative error. This process is performed after two linear movements
or after the linear movement following a rotation.
3.4. BOBMapping Algorithm
The proposed exploring method, presented in Section 3.1, ensures that every accessible cell is either
visited or sensed. Hence, the algorithm will map all the available space (Code 1). Although the
environment exploration algorithm does not restrict the initial cell election, the sensor structure requires
the robot to be initially positioned in a cell whose frontal neighbor is unoccupied. This algorithm includes
an optimization related to the decision of the neighbor to visit in the following iteration (Code 2). This
optimization will make the robot omit those movements, leading to already known information (sensed
cells), so the duration of the mapping process is optimized. The algorithm will finish on two conditions:
(i) the robot returns to the initial cell, and it has no explorable neighbor; or (ii) every single cell of the
grid has been sensed. However, if during any displacement, the robot checks a previously sensed cell, it
changes its status depending on the new reading with one exception: if the new reading indicates that a
cell that has been visited by the robot is occupied, this information will be discarded, because the cell is
empty. We can assure that, because the robot passed through the cell without collision.
Section 3.2 described the disposition of the sensors and which cells were sensed in each step. For each
cell in the grid, the algorithm stores four bits of data during the mapping process. The first of these bits
represents the occupancy of the cell, being zero for a free cell. A second bit represents if the cell has been
sensed or not. Therefore, if the cell is not sensed, the occupancy bit is ignored. Finally, the remaining
two bits are used for backtracking. These two bits are used to codify the direction, from the four possible
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ones, that the robot took to reach that cell. This information is required in order to perform backtracking.
Nevertheless, the final map will only record the occupancy information of each cell, requiring just one
bit per cell.
Code 1. BOBMapping Algorithm.
1 Allocate grid matrix
2 Init grid cells to EMPTY
3 Init track thread
4 Set cell state to NOT SENSED
5 InitialCell = IdentyfyInitalCell ()
6 DO
7 MovDirection = CheckNeighbors (CurrentCell)
8 IF (MovDirection != BACKWARD) THEN
9 CurrentCell = MoveSensing (Occupancy, SenseData,
10 CurrentCell, MovDirection)
11 MarkTrack(Thread, CurrentCell, MovDirection)
12 ELSE
13 Backtracking (Thread, CurrentCell)
14 END IF
15 WHILE ((CurrentCell != InitialCell) OR
16 (ExistsNeighbor (InitialCell) == NOT VISITED))
Code 2. Function CheckNeighbors.
1 Direction CheckNeighbors(Cell)
2 FOREACH (Direction : dir)
3 IF ((Occupancy (GetCell (dir, Cell)) == EMPTY) AND
4 (Sensed(Neighbors (GetCell (dir,Cell))) == NO) THEN
5 RETURN dir
6 END IF
7 END FOREACH
8 RETURN BACKWARD
The previous paragraph described the behavior of the algorithm in an ideal environment. However,
in a real implementation, the algorithm must be robust enough to handle unexpected circumstances.
Particularly, in this design, odometry may lead to inaccurate data. The slipping of wheels causes the robot
to turn less than the planned angle or to move a shorter distance. Consequently, the detected obstacles
may be placed in the wrong position. To handle these errors, the ultrasonic localization system is used.
The position error is calculated, which is the difference between the expected position based on odometry
and the position based on the ultrasound system. If it exceeds a threshold, a repositioning is carried out.
The robot calculates the angle deviation between its position and the position it was supposed to be at,
but in the previous cell. It moves backwards to the center of the previous cell and restarts the last step,
sensing the neighbor cells again.
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4. Experiments
This section presents experiments that have been performed with a real robot. A robot has been
designed to test the algorithm in real situations. Experiments include accuracy testing of the infrared
sensors and mapping generation of real environments.
4.1. Mobile Robot Architecture
The implemented robot dimensions are 16 cm× 15 cm× 18 cm. The mobility of the robot is obtained
using 2 DC motors (GHM-04 from Lynxmotion) with a 30:1 gearbox, and their speed is controlled
with DPWM (digital pulse width modulation) signals. The motor shafts are attached to wheels that
drive caterpillar tracks. The DC motors are also connected to optical encoders for odometry purposes
(quadrature optical encoders E4P-100-079-DHTB).
An infrared sensor structure is placed at the front of the robot in a rigid piece that fixes the direction
of each sensor. As was presented in Section 3.2, there are three forward-facing IR sensors and two
other ones looking on both sides of the robot. The forward-facing infrared sensors are Sharp 2Y0A21,
which provide an analog output proportional to the distance to the obstacle. The working range of these
sensors is from 10 to 80 cm. The lateral IR sensors are Sharp 2D120X, which also provide an analog
output and whose range is between 3 and 35 cm. The infrared sensor output is digitized with an ADC,
so that a digital circuit, such as a microprocessor, can handle it. At the top of the robot, in its center,
there is an ultrasonic receiver. This receiver is used by the localization system, which was explained
in Section 3.3. The localization system also uses a radio-frequency receiver (FM-RRFQ2) in order to
synchronize ultrasonic transmitters and receivers. Wireless communication between the robot and the
computer is carried out thanks to an XBee module, which implements the ZigBee standard protocol.
All these elements are connected to an auxiliary board, which translates voltage levels to the FPGA
working levels. This auxiliary board also includes a voltage regulator and a two-stage amplification
and digitalization circuit connected to the ultrasound receivers. The controller of the robot has been
implemented in an FPGA Xilinx Spartan3-1000 Starter board. The FPGA includes a 32-bit Microblaze
embedded processor, which runs the proposed mapping algorithm detailed in Section 3.4. The processor
is connected to several peripherals to perform auxiliary tasks, such as motor controlling, positioning,
interfacing with the ADCs and wireless communication. Therefore, the FPGA allows one to design
ad hoc hardware with a short design time, so it is suitable for prototyping. However, after testing, the
proposed system can be implemented in a low cost digital signal processor (DSP) or microcontroller.
Figure 4 shows a picture of the robot that has been designed and implemented.
Regarding the required hardware resources, the FPGA uses 3, 228 FlipFlops, 4, 581 4-input lookup
tables (LUTs) , three 18-bit multipliers and partially uses the internal 32 kB RAM and part of the 512 kB
external RAM. Therefore, the proposed system fits in a low-cost FPGA.
On the other hand, software implementation needs 165 kB to implement the BOBMapping algorithm.
The program also needs memory space in order to store the map, and this space is proportional to the
grid size. As stated before, each cell requires four bits to be represented during the mapping process
and one bit for map representation. In order to make it easier to index the array of bits, each row of
the grid requires an integer number of bytes. For instance, if rows have 11 cells, 44 bits (5.5 bytes)
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are required to store the row during the mapping process, but six bytes are used. In the experiments, a
grid map of 11 × 14 cells has been used, so 84 bytes have been used during the mapping process and
28 bytes have been used for map representation. The memory resources required by the algorithm and
map representation would also fit in a low cost DSP or microcontroller, although a low-cost FPGA has
been used for prototyping purposes.
Figure 4. Picture of the mapping robot.
4.2. Experiment’s Environment
For real experiments, a laboratory room has been used. The obstacles have been simulated using
expanded polystyrene barriers. The implemented robot was used for these experiments. As stated
before, the grid map used in these experiments has 11 × 14 cells. Taking into account the size of the
robot, the cell side length has been set to 22 cm. Therefore, the real experiments were performed in a
242 × 308 cm area.
An application has been developed to monitor the mapping process accomplished by the robot
(Figure 5a). This application implements a GUI (graphic user interface) to represent the navigation
steps and also shows the cells that have been sensed by the robot. The application does not interact
with the robot, but is just a listener, which receives information from the robot through the ZigBee
communication modules; so, the robot remains completely autonomous.
Figure 5b is the picture of the real environment explored in this experiment. The result of the
monitoring application has been superimposed on the picture.
4.3. Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm trusts in the information of the infrared sensors and the localization system to
set the occupancy state of a cell. The localization system was presented in [17] and provides an accuracy
of 3.3 cm. The accuracy of the distances to obstacles is a key component in this proposal, because it
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does not use cell occupancy probabilities, but binary states: empty or occupied. Therefore, experiments
have been performed to test the accuracy of the infrared sensors, both front and lateral.
Figure 5. Backtracking Occupancy Grid-based Mapping (BOBMapping) experiment.
(a) The monitoring application result after the mapping process (green = empty;
red = occupied, yellow = not sensed). The arrows trace the route of the robot. (b) The
resulting grid has been superimposed on to the environment picture.
(a)
(b)
An obstacle has been placed at different distances to the sensors. When testing the front sensors, the
obstacle has been placed every 2 cm between 10 to 58 cm. Regarding the lateral sensors, the obstacle
has been placed every 1 cm between four to 30 cm. Figure 6a,b shows the results of the experiments
performed with the front and lateral sensors, respectively. The figures show the average error with its
standard deviation. As can be seen, the accuracy of the obstacle distance estimation decreases as the
obstacle is farther away.
The required range of the IR sensors is set by the cell side length of the map, 22 cm in these
experiments, and the geometrical considerations explained in Section 3.2. The front IR sensors are
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used to detect obstacles from 10 to 48 cm. The minimum distance of obstacle detection by the Sharp
2D120X IR sensor is 10 cm. The maximum distance required by the k and m sensors (see Figure 3)
is 48 cm, when the cell side length is 22 cm and the robot is centered in its current cell. As Figure 6a
shows, the maximum average error between 10 and 48 cm is below 3 cm; so, the obstacle distance
estimation is quite accurate. The lateral sensors are used to detect obstacles from four to 25 cm. The
minimum distance of obstacle detection by the Sharp 2Y0A21 IR sensor is 4 cm. Additionally, 25 cm
is the maximum distance required to sense the neighbor lateral cell, taking into account that the cell
side length is 22 cm, and the robot is centered in its current cell. Taking this range (four to 25 cm), the
maximum average error of the lateral sensors is 2 cm; so, the lateral sensors are also quite accurate.
Figure 6. IRsensors accuracy experiments: average error and its standard deviation. (a) IR
front sensor (Sharp 2Y0A21); (b) IR lateral sensor (Sharp 2D120X).
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Once the infrared sensors have been tested, mapping experiments with the robot have been performed,
as Figure 5 shows.
In the mapping experiments, 10 space configurations have been set, and the robot has been ordered to
map its environment. Some of the configurations are closed space maps, where all the space is limited by
barriers. Besides, open space configurations have been mapped, where the limit of the space is limited
by the grid size. Table 1 shows the results of the experiment. As explained in Section 3.4, the robot can
re-sense a previously sensed cell when the robot is moving, so this information is detailed in the table.
The table also shows the accuracy of the mapping and the number of cells that the robot has to move in
order to map the environment, as well as the number of the robot’s turns during this process.
Table 1. Experimental mapping results.
Map Number of Cells Re-Sensed Cells Empty Cells Occupied Cells Success Length Path Number ofin the Configuration During Mapping Sensed as Occupied Sensed as Empty Rate (Number of Cells) Turns
1 55 1 0 0 100% 30 19
2 151 0 0 0 100% 108 37
3 148 0 3 0 97.97% 117 4
4 317 0 0 0 100% 243 92
5 51 2 0 0 100% 29 11
6 80 2 0 0 100% 44 19
7 51 2 0 0 100% 25 8
8 85 1 1 0 98.82% 57 30
9 76 5 2 0 97.37% 44 22
10 55 1 0 0 100% 36 29
Total 1, 069 14 6 0 99.42% 732 271
It is important to notice that all the errors in the mapping process have arisen in boundaries between
empty and occupied cells, especially when an obstacle was in the boundary between cells. The previously
described re-sensing technique allows one to reduce the number of errors in the mapping process, while
it does not increment the mapping time. In these experiments, 20 errors arose while mapping, but
using the re-sensing process, the errors dropped to six. As was described in Section 3.2, the mapping
process minimizes the possibility of classifying an occupied cell as empty; all the errors in Table 1 are
empty cells mapped as occupied cells. Therefore, a moving robot will not bump into an obstacle due to
mapping errors.
Finally, Table 1 shows the length of the path, given in the number of cells, covered by the robot and
the number of turns. The results show that, on average, the robot has to visit an average of 68% of the
cells to complete the final map, including backtrack movements. This large percentage is related to the
low sensing range. The required increase of sensor accuracy slows the mapping process compared to
solutions with wider the sensing range.
The average success rate of the mapping experiments is 99.42%, so the generated maps are very
similar to the real environments. Therefore, these maps are suitable to be used in the unassisted
navigation of indoor robots.
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5. Discussion
We presented in Section 2 the current state-of-the-art related to map building. At this point of the
paper, a comparison with similar approaches is required. This section will focus on two main points: the
cost of the system and the mapping algorithm.
Different works have included low-cost requirements in their design. Magnenat et al. [23] creates
occupancy-grid maps using an infrared rotating sensor. Although the full price of the robot is not
reported, just the rotating sensor unit costs $390. Gifford et al. [24] created an autonomous mapping
robot using IR sensors. The reported price of each unit is $1, 250. The cost of the system presented in
this paper is $550, including the price of the two FPGAs required (one for the robot and the other for the
ultrasonic beacon system). Each of these FPGAs costs around $130. However, cheaper FPGAs would be
also valid for the project. Furthermore, the emitting beacons can be controlled using a microcontroller,
which is cheaper than an FPGA, as all the localization processing is performed in the receiver node.
The space exploration algorithm is highly dependent on sensor range and the use of the already
explored map. When the robot is able to sense a multiple cell radius area and use the already explored
map, choosing the next position to perform an unknown cell search falls into the following approaches.
In [25], the Next-Best-View strategy is used: the best candidate for a new search is the position that
will allow for the gathering of more information. The Distance Transform is used in [26]; in this
algorithm, the best candidate is the nearest unknown position. Finally, the algorithm in [27] considers for
every candidate the possibility of gathering information and the distance to the current position. When
the already explored map is not considered, there are different proposals for map exploration: in [28]
different paths (Seedspreader, Concentric, FigureEight, Random, Triangle and Star) are considered and
evaluated. Two wall-following strategies are presented in [29], and the results of using random paths are
discussed in [30].
In the BOBMapping approach, during the forward exploration stage, the algorithm is based on
Tre´maux’s Algorithm. As presented before, three cells are completely sensed for each position. This
information is included in Tre´maux’s Algorithm to select the next cell to be visited. Considering the low
sensing range, the robot’s final mapping path is very similar to Tre´maux’s base solution. Besides, our
approach uses the information of the explored map when it backtracks, reducing the traveled distance.
To the best of the authors knowledge, the BOBMapping approach is one of the cheapest mapping
algorithms. The proposed algorithm is also one of the slowest solutions compared to [25–27]. However,
it is important to notice that the mapping process is accomplished only once, so the mapping time should
not be critical.
6. Conclusions
This paper describes BOBMapping, which is a mapping approach designed to be used by low-cost
robots. The presented proposal is based on simplified Occupancy Grid Mapping systems, optimized
for low-cost devices. The cells of the maps are represented by a binary state, completely empty or
partially/fully occupied, so there are no probabilities in the state of the cell. This way, the required
resources (memory and algorithm complexity) of the system are reduced. This design is motivated by
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the fact that the robot has the same size as the cell, and it is holonomic. This paper proposes an optimized
geometrical distribution of linear IR sensors to fully scan the area of several cells in one iteration.
The algorithm for space exploration is based on Tre´maux’s Algorithm. In this approach, the robot
explores its orthogonal neighbor cells and stores the required information to track its route. When
the robot reaches a cell where all its neighbors do not have any un-sensed cell, it backtracks with
the navigation information that has been previously stored. The exploration approach shows lower
performance than mapping algorithms, which use already explored information to decide the mapping
path. This difference is based on our shorter, although more accurate, sensing range. However, the
proposed solution improves those mapping approaches that ignore previously explored space.
The implementation has been tested with a real robot that uses IR sensors for detecting obstacles. The
localization system provides an accuracy of 3.3 cm. Accuracy experiments of the infrared sensors have
been performed showing that the error remains under 3 cm in all the measurement ranges. Besides,
mapping experiments have been accomplished with a success rate of 99.42% in real environments.
Hence, the BOBMapping algorithm has shown its reliability in creating Occupancy Grid Maps.
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